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Abstract The aetiology of osteoporotic vertebral

fractures is multi-factorial, and cannot be explained

solely by low bone mass. After sustaining an initial

vertebral fracture, the risk of subsequent fracture in-

creases greatly. Examination of physiologic loads im-

posed on vertebral bodies may help to explain a

mechanism underlying this fracture cascade. This

study tested the hypothesis that model-derived seg-

mental vertebral loading is greater in individuals who

have sustained an osteoporotic vertebral fracture

compared to those with osteoporosis and no history of

fracture. Flexion moments, and compression and

shear loads were calculated from T2 to L5 in 12

participants with fractures (66.4 ± 6.4 years,

162.2 ± 5.1 cm, 69.1 ± 11.2 kg) and 19 without frac-

tures (62.9 ± 7.9 years, 158.3 ± 4.4 cm, 59.3 ± 8.9 kg)

while standing. Static analysis was used to solve

gravitational loads while muscle-derived forces were

calculated using a detailed trunk muscle model driven

by optimization with a cost function set to minimise

muscle fatigue. Least squares regression was used to

derive polynomial functions to describe normalised

load profiles. Regression co-efficients were compared

between groups to examine differences in loading

profiles. Loading at the fractured level, and at one

level above and below, were also compared between

groups. The fracture group had significantly greater

normalised compression (p = 0.0008) and shear force

(p < 0.0001) profiles and a trend for a greater flexion

moment profile. At the level of fracture, a signifi-

cantly greater flexion moment (p = 0.001) and shear

force (p < 0.001) was observed in the fracture group.

A greater flexion moment (p = 0.003) and compres-

sion force (p = 0.007) one level below the fracture,

and a greater flexion moment (p = 0.002) and shear

force (p = 0.002) one level above the fracture was

observed in the fracture group. The differences ob-

served in multi-level spinal loading between the

groups may explain a mechanism for increased risk of

subsequent vertebral fractures. Interventions aimed at

restoring vertebral morphology or reduce thoracic

curvature may assist in normalising spine load

profiles.
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Introduction

Vertebral fractures are recognised as the hallmark of

osteoporosis and represent a significant burden to the

individual and public health system worldwide. Once an

incident vertebral fracture is sustained, the risk of

subsequent fracture increases significantly, even within

the first year [38]. Previous studies report the risk of

sustaining a vertebral fracture to increase by four to

sevenfold after an initial fracture, and then exponen-

tially with greater numbers of prior vertebral fractures

[3, 36, 44, 45]. This scenario has been termed the ‘ver-

tebral fracture cascade’. Despite many investigations

into the morbidities and efficacy of pharmacologic

agents associated with osteoporotic vertebral fractures,

the mechanisms underlying fracture and subsequent

fracture aetiology are inadequately understood.

Many factors may contribute to the increased frac-

ture risk such as trunk neuromuscular control, lifestyle

changes and bone quality changes [5, 29]. It is likely

that this observed fracture cascade is due, in part, to

changes in physiologic loading of the spine. Reduced

anterior vertebral height, as a consequence of wedge

fracture, will increase the angle of superior endplate

tilt and thus contribute to anterior translation of the

centre of mass (COM) of the trunk. The shift in COM

will therefore increase the moment arm between the

vertebra and COM, contributing to higher flexion

moments. In addition, the shear and compression for-

ces imposed on the fractured vertebra, and those

adjacent to it, would likely increase as a result of

greater paraspinal muscle force and gravitational

loading. Notably, such changes have been shown pre-

viously in a modelling study [34].

The ability of the spine to withstand physiologic

loads depends on material and design properties of the

spine, as well as the loading characteristics imposed on

the system [5]. Material properties of bone have been

explored extensively in the literature, enhancing our

understanding of the contribution of bone mineral

density (BMD) and trabecular and cortical bone

quality to vertebral fracture mechanisms [20, 41, 47].

However, a comprehensive understanding of multi-le-

vel physiologic loading in the spine in vivo is lacking.

Many studies have examined vertebral bone strength

by measuring stress–strain and load-to-failure proper-

ties and their associations to BMD. These studies rely

on ex vivo designs and/or finite element modelling, and

often test a limited number of vertebrae [8, 14–17, 26,

37, 47]. Although findings from ex vivo studies assist in

the understanding of fracture mechanics, the results

may not accurately represent in vivo behaviour, mak-

ing them potentially unreliable [35]. Furthermore,

deriving results from a limited number of vertebral

segments and using uniaxial load models may over-

simplify the complex loading profiles that exist in the

human spine. Thus, an understanding of the multi-

segmental loading profile of the spine is important.

Comparing physiologic loading characteristics be-

tween spines with and without fractures in vivo may

assist in the understanding of fracture mechanics and

the clinically observed fracture cascade phenomenon.

The aim of the current study was to model and quan-

titatively compare physiologic loading in vivo in

standing, in a population with and without osteoporotic

vertebral fracture. We hypothesised that greater seg-

mental flexion moments, compression forces and shear

forces would exist in individuals with an osteoporotic

vertebral fracture compared to those with osteoporosis

and no history of vertebral fracture.

Materials and methods

Participants

Thirty-one elderly, female participants with osteopo-

rosis were recruited from osteoporosis support groups,

outpatient clinics, and from the community within the

Melbourne metropolitan area via newspaper adver-

tisements. Participants were included on the basis that

they had primary osteoporosis, aged at least 50 years

and be at least 5 years post-menopausal. Individuals

with a history of spinal surgery or vertebroplasty/kyp-

hoplasty were excluded. A diagnosis of osteoporosis

was confirmed with bone densitometry T-scores de-

rived from dual energy X-ray absorptiometry scans of

the hip and/or spine, based on World Health Organi-

sation guidelines (T-score < –2.5) [2]. Participants

were divided into two groups—those with a vertebral

fracture (n = 12) and without (n = 19). All participants

provided written informed consent and approval to

conduct this study was granted by Institutional Review

Boards and complied with Australian research laws.

Imaging

Participants adopted their normal, relaxed standing

posture against an X-ray plate. Lateral radiographs

were captured of the thoracic (T1–T12) and lumbar

spines (T12–L5). A radiograph of a radio-opaque ruler

in a fixed position, hanging vertically was also taken in

thoracic and lumbar images for scaling and trans-

forming vertebral co-ordinate data. In addition, digi-

tised points on the vertically hanging ruler were used to

correct for any rotation error in the radiograph plane.
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Digital photographs taken at the time of X-ray imaging

provided data on the positions and lengths of the head,

neck and upper limbs relative to the spine, when ex-

pressed in a common co-ordinate system. The camera

was positioned 4 m away and perpendicular to the

participant to minimise perspective distortion. Markers

were attached to anatomical landmarks to define body

segment lengths for the upper limbs (head of humerus,

lateral humeral epicondyle, ulnar styloid and head of

the fifth metacarpal bone), neck (C7 spinous process,

tragus) and head (vertex of the skull) [31, 49], as out-

lined in Fig. 1.

Diagnosis of vertebral fracture

Diagnosis of vertebral fracture was made from the

lateral radiographs. A semi-quantitative assessment

was used, following guidelines recommended by Ge-

nant et al. [23]. Anterior and posterior vertebral

heights (HA and HP, respectively) of vertebrae T1–L5

were calculated from digitised vertebral co-ordinates.

Similar to McCloskey et al. [39], a vertebral body was

classified as ‘fractured’ when two criteria were fulfilled

at each site, to reduce the number of false positives.

Vertebrae were classified as wedge-fractured if the HA

was reduced by ‡30% compared to its HP and the HP

of the adjacent superior or inferior vertebra. Radio-

graphs were also reviewed qualitatively by a radiologist

to ensure that compression and biconcave fractures

were not overlooked. Seventeen wedge fractures were

identified in the fracture group at vertebral levels T4

(17.6%), T5 (11.8%), T6 (23.5%), T7 (11.8%), T8

(23.5%), T9 (5.9%) and T12 (5.9%). Three patients

had sustained more than one vertebral fracture.

Image analysis

Sagittal curvature of the thoracic spine was measured

manually using standard radiographic techniques—a

Cobb angle between T4 and T9 [25] and a vertebral

centroid angle. The latter was defined as the angle

between lines intersecting vertebral centroids of T4/5

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of steps followed for acquisition and analysis of image data and calculations to derive net loads at
each vertebral level
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and T8/9 and has been validated previously for the

thoracic and lumbar spine [6, 27]. Image analysis

software (Image J Version 1.30, NIH, MD, USA) was

used to manually digitise x, y co-ordinates of the four

vertebral body corners of T1–L5 from the digital

radiographs. A study of ten randomly selected films

demonstrated excellent intra-rater precision for this

process in the thoracic spine (ICC 1,1: 0.98–0.99; %CV:

0.19–0.91%). Vertebral centroid co-ordinates were

calculated from the corner co-ordinates (Fig. 1). Co-

ordinates of anatomic markers were also digitised from

the digital photos, from which segment positions and

lengths were calculated. All image data were scaled

and transformed to a common co-ordinate system to

enable the position of the body segments and vertebral

centroids to be expressed relative to each other

(Fig. 1). Spinal curvature was also measured interseg-

mentally (referring to angulation between adjacent

vertebral centroids). This was achieved by fitting cubic

functions to the profile of vertebral centroid co-ordi-

nates for each participant (R2 = 0.98–0.99). The gra-

dient of the function at each vertebral level was

calculated by differential calculus, and then its angle

(h) solved at each level (Eq. 1).

h ¼ a tanðdy=dx½ax3 þ bx2 þ cxþ d�Þ
¼ a tanð3ax2 þ 2bxþ cÞ; ð1Þ

where x is the x-co-ordinate of the vertebral centroid

and a, b, c are co-efficients and d is the constant term in

a cubic function.

Load estimations

Gravitational loads (flexion moments, compression,

shear force) were calculated about the vertebral cent-

roids for T1–L5. Data on the COM positions and

percentage of total body mass for body segments and

each vertebral level were extracted from previously

published studies where anthropometric data was

comparable to the participants in the current study [31,

42, 49]. In addition, inertial data of the trunk reported

by Pearsall et al. [42] was scaled to participant body

height. Net segmental flexion moments were calculated

as the product of the lever arm distance between a

given vertebral centroid and a composite COM posi-

tion, and the net gravitational force at that level

(including superior vertebral levels, head, neck and

arms). The gravitational force at each level was

decomposed into compression and shear vectors based

on the angle of the superior endplate tilt at each level

(Fig. 1). Forces produced by trunk muscles were

calculated from T2 to L5 using a non-linear optimiza-

tion routine. Optimization is a common class of

biomechanical model used to calculate individual

muscle forces from a feasible set to solve an indeter-

minacy problem, i.e. a highly redundant number of

muscle activation patterns could be used to satisfy

moment equilibrium. Optimization models attempt to

overcome this problem by minimising or maximising a

physiologic criterion (cost function), and yield a unique

set of muscle forces from a previously indeterminable

set. The cost function proposed by Crowninshield and

Brand [9] to predict muscle activation with the aim of

minimising muscle fatigue was used in the current

model, and has been validated for this purpose previ-

ously [10, 11]. Skeletal and muscular trunk anatomy

input data were derived from a previous study

describing 180 muscles [48]. Optimization calculations

were performed using the constrained optimization

function (‘fmincon’) in the Matlab 6.5 (The Mathworks

Inc., Natick, MA, USA) optimization toolbox, to

determine a vector of muscle activation minimising the

cost function described above. Moment equilibrium

was constrained to all levels of the lumbar spine (T12–

L5) and maximal muscle stress was set at 50 N/cm2.

Passive stiffness was modelled with a rigid beam matrix

to represent motion segment stiffness based on a finite

element analysis of intervertebral motion segments

[22]. In this stiffness model, intervertebral rotation and

displacement of vertebral body centres were con-

strained to be < 1� and 1 mm, respectively, in all

directions. Axial displacements were unconstrained

and intervertebral joint contact forces were ignored.

Muscle length changes resulting from joint displace-

ments in the stiffness model were predicted to be small

and were therefore ignored. Muscle moment estimates

were decomposed into shear and compression forces

for each vertebral level based on intersegmental angles

described previously on a per-participant basis.

Data analysis

Differences in physical characteristics between the

fracture and non-fracture groups were explored with

independent t-tests. Flexion moments were normalised

to body weight (BW) · height (Ht) and compression

and shear forces were normalised to BW. Profiles of

net segmental load parameters from T2 to L5 and in-

tersegmental angles in each group were described with

least squares polynomial regression functions. For both

fracture and non-fracture groups, cubic functions were

fitted to segmental flexion moments and shear forces,

while quadratic regression models described compres-

sion forces. Intersegmental angle profiles were de-

scribed with cubic functions. To compare differences in
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net loading profiles and intersegmental angle profiles

between fracture and non-fracture groups, corre-

sponding co-efficient terms in the polynomial functions

were compared using independent t-tests. For the

polynomial functions to be considered statistically

different, a significant difference between one or more

corresponding co-efficient terms was required.

Regression functions were plotted to interpret the

nature of the differences between groups. This ratio-

nale has been used previously and is an accepted

statistical approach for hypothesis testing [40]. Paired

t-tests were used to examine load parameters at the

fracture level, and at one level above and one level

below the fracture, compared to mean loads at the

equivalent levels in the non-fracture group. A single

vertebral level (from amongst 2 to 4) was randomly

chosen for analysis for participants who had sustained

more than one vertebral fracture (n = 3). The level of

significance was set at a = 0.05 (2-tailed).

Results

Descriptive statistics for each group are presented in

Table 1. A significant difference in height (p = 0.03)

and mass (p = 0.01) was observed between the groups,

with the fracture group being on average 4 cm taller

and 10 kg heavier than the non-fracture group. There

was no difference in kyphosis when measured by the

Cobb or centroid angles (p = 0.14 and p = 0.43,

respectively). Cubic functions explained a significant

proportion of the variance (p < 0.0001) in segmental

curvature for fracture and non-fracture groups

(R2 = 90.2 and 89.8%, respectively). The profile of

intersegmental angles was significantly different

between groups (p < 0.0001), where the fracture

group demonstrated greater intersegmental curvature

(Fig. 2).

Flexion moments

The flexion moment profile in the fracture group

demonstrated a trend for systematically greater flexion

moments compared to the non-fracture group, with

moments peaking in the mid-thoracic spine (Table 2,

Fig. 3). However, no significant difference in the

flexion moment profile was observed between the

groups. The peak mean flexion moment in both groups

occurred at T8 with normalised values of 0.018 Nm/

BW · Ht in the fracture group and 0.015 Nm/BW

· Ht in the non-fracture group. The percentage dif-

ference in mean flexion moments between the groups

from T1 to L5 ranged from 10.3 to 71.5%.

Compression forces

Normalised compression forces increased from T2 to

L4 as a function of vertebral level in the fracture (0.17–

0.68 N/BW) and non-fracture (0.17–0.59 N/BW)

groups. A significant difference between fracture and

non-fracture compression force profiles was estab-

lished (p = 0.0008, Table 2, Fig. 4). The mean com-

pression forces in the fracture group were 1.7–5.4%

lower than those of the non-fracture group between T2

and T6 and then greater by 1.1–17.1% between T7 and

L5.

Shear forces

A significant difference between fracture and

non-fracture shear force profiles was established

(p < 0.0001, Table 2, Fig. 5). Generally, the mean

anterior and posterior shear forces of the fracture group

were greater than those of the non-fracture group by

8.1–135.9%. Mean shear forces in the fracture group

were lower than those of the non-fracture group at T8,

T9, T11, L2, L3 and L5. Normalised anterior shear force

was maximal at T3 in both groups (fracture = 0.12 N/

BW, non-fracture = 0.10 N/BW). Normalised posterior

shear force was maximal at T12 in both groups

(fracture = –0.14 N/BW, non-fracture = –0.13 N/BW).

Between-group fracture level comparisons

At the level of fracture, a significantly greater flexion

moment (p = 0.001) and shear force (p < 0.001) was

observed in the fracture group of 15.7 and 272.6%,

respectively (Fig. 6a, c). There was no significant dif-

ference in compression force at the level of fracture

(Fig. 6b). At one level below the fracture, a significantly

Table 1 Descriptive statistics of sample characteristics expressed as the mean (SD)

Group Age (year) Height (cm)a Mass (kg)a Cobb angle (�) Centroid angle (�)

Fracture (n = 12) 66.4 (6.4) 162.2 (5.1) 69.1 (11.2) 42.5 (9.9) 33.8 (8.1)
Non-fracture (n = 19) 62.9 (7.9) 158.3 (4.4) 59.3 (8.9) 37.6 (7.9) 31.4 (8.0)

aSignificant difference (p < 0.05, 2-tailed)
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greater flexion moment (p = 0.003) and compression

force (p = 0.007) was observed in the fracture group of

16.8 and 3.7%, respectively, while no significant dif-

ference was observed in shear force (Fig. 6a–c). At one

level above the fracture, a significantly greater flexion

moment (p = 0.002) and shear force (p = 0.002) was

observed in the fracture group of 13.9 and 85.0%,

respectively, while no significant difference was

observed in compression force between groups

(Fig. 6a–c).

Within group fracture level comparisons

For both groups a significant difference in normalised

compression (both p < 0.001) and shear forces (both

p < 0.001) were observed between the level of

Fig. 2 Mean intersegmental
angles of the fracture and
non-fracture groups with
polynomial functions
superimposed as grey lines.
The 1SD of the non-fracture
group is represented by
vertical bars. The
intersegmental angles
represent the angle (relative
to vertical) of the gradient of
the cubic function fitted to the
vertebral centroids. Thus, the
intervertebral angle
represents the angle between
adjacent vertebral centroids

Table 2 Details of polynomial functions for each normalised load parameter in each group, and results of t-tests between co-efficient
terms

Polynomial co-efficients Flexion moment (Nm/BW · Ht) Compression forcea (N/BW) Shear forcea (N/BW)

Fracture Non-fracture p-value Fracture Non-fracture p-value Fracture Non-fracture p-value

x3 6.58 · 10–6 0.00001 0.841 – – – 0.00068 0.00619 < 0.0001
x2 –0.00034 –0.00032 0.664 0.00140 0.00093 0.0008 –0.01613 –0.01431 0.070
X 0.00397 0.00361 0.323 0.00905 0.01040 0.627 0.08737 0.07352 0.111
Constant 0.00351 0.00324 0.725 0.14424 0.15563 0.340 –0.00765 –0.00347 0.846
R2 of regression function 0.53 0.66 0.86 0.89 0.75 0.78
dfb 200 319 – 189 301 – 188 300 –

aSignificant difference (p < 0.05, 2-tailed)
bDegrees of freedom (residuals)

Fig. 3 Normalised flexion
moment (Nm/BW · Ht)
profiles with 1SD of non-
fracture group represented by
vertical bars. Polynomial
functions superimposed as
grey lines (see Table 2 for
co-efficients)
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fracture and one level below (Fig. 6b, c). There was no

difference between these levels for flexion moments in

either group. Notably, compared to the fractured level,

normalised compression force increased at one level

below the fracture by a greater proportion in the

fracture group (13.3%) compared to the non-fracture

group (9.7%). Normalised anterior shear force de-

creased from the fractured level to one level below the

fracture by 85.9% in the fracture group and by 117.7%

in the non-fracture group.

Discussion

This study estimated segmental loading in upright

stance through the thoracolumbar spine in vivo in a

population with and without osteoporotic vertebral

fractures. Estimating load parameters over a number

of spinal segments provides a more comprehensive

understanding of postural loading through the spine.

Notably, individuals who had sustained a vertebral

fracture demonstrated significantly greater spinal load

profiles compared to those with no history of vertebral

fracture. These differences may help to explain the

clinically observed vertebral fracture cascade.

Mechanical loading in static situations is directly

related to mass distribution and therefore spinal cur-

vature (assuming load data are normalised to mass).

The trend towards a larger mean difference between

groups based on the Cobb angle was not surprising

since this angle is derived principally from endplate tilt

and thus would be expected to be greater in cases of

wedge fractures. This measurement artefact in the

Cobb angle has created uncertainty regarding its

validity for quantifying sagittal curvature. Other

methods such as the centroid angle have been pro-

posed to overcome the limitations of the Cobb angle

[6, 27]. We found no significant difference in thoracic

kyphosis between the groups using these standard

radiographic measures. However, comparisons of in-

tersegmental curvature profiles showed a difference

between groups, suggesting that the differences in

loading characteristics between individuals with and

without fractures were directly attributable to subtle,

yet clinically significant differences in intersegmental

curvature. It is important to note that 75% of the

Fig. 4 Normalised
compression force (N/BW)
profiles with 1SD of non-
fracture group represented by
vertical bars. Polynomial
functions superimposed as
grey lines (see Table 2 for
co-efficients)

Fig. 5 Normalised shear
force (N/BW) profiles. Force
above zero represents
anterior shear, while below
zero represents posterior
shear. The 1SD of the non-
fracture group is represented
by vertical bars. Polynomial
functions superimposed as
grey lines (see Table 2 for
co-efficients)
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participants in the fracture group sustained a single

vertebral fracture. Thus, a single vertebral fracture is

unlikely to significantly change thoracic kyphosis when

measured with conventional radiographic tools, in

agreement with previous work [28]. However, a single

fracture is responsible for a subtle change in curvature,

sufficient to significantly increase loading. Recent evi-

dence suggests than an increase in sagittal curvature

operates as a significant and independent predictor of

future fracture [30]. Interventions to minimise spinal

loads should therefore be implemented immediately

after a vertebral fracture to offset the risk of further

fracture.

Models examining load profiles in spines with

pathology are rare. Fracture-induced changes in ver-

tebral morphology occur due to decreased trabecular

bone strength as a consequence of the pathophysiology

of osteoporosis resulting in reduced bone mass.

Fig. 6 Differences in
normalised flexion moment
(a), compression force (b) and
shear force (c) between
individuals with fractures
compared to the non-fracture
group mean at the level of
fracture and one level above
and below. Symbol asterisk
denotes significant differences
(p < 0.05, 2-tailed) between
groups. Error bars indicate
1SD
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Specifically, trabecular bone mass in the central and

anterior zones of the vertebral body becomes reduced

relative to other intra-vertebral zones [7, 46]. However,

vertebral fractures and the high risk of subsequent

fractures cannot be explained solely by low bone mass

[32]. Indeed, results in this study demonstrate the

presence of a fracture to be associated with greater

loading profiles in the thoracolumbar spine. It is likely

that the increased load profiles in fracture cases are a

result of the fracture and the consequential changes in

vertebral morphology. This may help to explain, in

part, a mechanism of the increased risk of subsequent

fracture after an initial fracture.

Wedge fractures change vertebral morphology by

reducing anterior vertebral height and increasing the

angle of superior endplate tilt. Consequently, the

composite mass of the superior vertebral levels, head

and arms may translate slightly anteriorly. The mo-

ment arm distance between the vertebral centroid and

composite COM will increase, thereby increasing the

flexion moment at that level, and contiguous levels.

This theory is supported by our results where the

flexion moment at the participant’s level of fracture,

and those adjacent to it, was greater compared to the

flexion moment at the equivalent level of the

non-fracture group. Initial fractures appear to be

responsible for systematically greater flexion moments

observed in the fracture group. The fracture-induced

changes in vertebral morphology causing greater flex-

ion moments locally and in adjacent vertebral levels

may perpetuate morphologic changes and increase

subsequent fracture risk. Contributions of vertebral

geometry [24], densitometry [4] and bone quality

characteristics [1, 41] in individuals with fractures are

also likely to account for some of this increased risk.

Shear forces were greater at the level of fracture and

one level above, while compression forces were greater

at one level below in the fracture compared to equiv-

alent level mean forces of the non-fracture group.

These results strongly suggest that the presence of an

initial vertebral fracture is associated with increased

loads locally and in adjacent levels, in agreement with a

previous study [43]. It is likely therefore that altered

load profiles in fracture cases increase the likelihood of

subsequent fracture at contiguous segments.

The pattern of gradual increase in compression force

values between T1 and L5 is consistent and in close

agreement with findings from a previous study [13].

However, Keller et al. [34] reported a greater peak

compression force (exceeding 842 N at T11/T12),

compared to the mean, raw peak force in the current

study of 388.8 ± 105.6 N (range: 228.6–695.5 N) at L4.

The greater compression force in the Keller et al. [34]

study may be attributable to greater body mass (mean

76.6 kg) of their participants, more significant vertebral

deformities imposed onto their model, and relatively

smaller shear forces. Compression force peaked in

their study at T11/T12, compared to L4 in our study

and previous studies [13, 18]. Although net compres-

sion forces were not different between groups at the

level of fracture, compression force in the fracture

group exceeded that of non-fracture cases at the level

below the fracture. These findings are likely to be due

to endplate tilt in the fracture group being greater,

leading to increased shear forces compared to com-

pression forces.

Mean shear force profiles were greater in the frac-

ture group, peaking at the upper-mid thoracic spine

and thoracolumbar junction. This lends support to the

high fracture and subsequent fracture rate in these

areas, and agrees with a previous study examining

segmental shear loads in spines with osteoporosis [34].

The higher shear force profiles in the fracture group

may be explained by their larger endplate angles,

thereby creating larger shear force vectors, specifically

at the level of fracture. Keaveny et al. [33] noted that

from a strength perspective, trabecular bone properties

are anisotropic. Trabecular bone has a lower strength

in shear force compared to compression [21]. There-

fore increased shear loading in the fracture group may

help to explain an increased risk of subsequent verte-

bral fracture in this group. A recent study revealed that

trabeculae in osteoporotic vertebrae withstand signifi-

cantly greater strains than trabeculae of healthy ver-

tebrae when loading was applied in a shear-like

manner, suggesting that loading of this nature may

increase the risk of vertebral failure [29].

This study is limited by the fact that the calculated

moments and forces relate only to a standing posture.

Future studies should investigate loading patterns in

dynamic and functional activities for this population.

The anatomic model used in the study was compre-

hensive for the lumbar spine, but only included pa-

raspinal musculature for the thoracic levels.

Optimization models have been validated in the past

using EMG, but not in a population with osteoporosis.

Therefore future research may use EMG to validate

this model and examine the influence of antagonist

activation in a comparable population.

Results from this study suggest that vertebral mor-

phology has a significant influence on segmental load-

ing thereby lending biomechanical support to

interventions to restore normal vertebral architecture

and spinal curvature such as vertebroplasty [12, 19].

Fracture-induced increases in segmental loading

profiles may help to explain mechanisms underlying
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the fracture cascade. Ultimately, distinguishing load

characteristics before and after an initial fracture using

a longitudinal design may elucidate mechanisms

underlying initial vertebral fractures.
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